JOB TITLE

Global Internal Communications
Expert (m/f/d)

TRATON is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Volkswagen AG
and a leading commercial vehicle manufacturer
worldwide with its MAN, Scania, Volkswagen Caminhões
e Ônibus, and RIO brands. In 2017, TRATON GROUP's
brands sold around 205,000 vehicles in total. Its offering
comprises light-duty commercial vehicles, trucks, and
buses which are produced at 30 sites in 18 countries.

The Company had a workforce of around 81,000
worldwide across its commercial vehicle brands as of
December 31, 2017. The Group seeks to realign the
transportation system through its products, its services,
and as a partner for its customers.

• TRATON GROUP is experiencing an

maintain a high level of transparency
within the Group and intensify cooperation
of all Group stakeholders.
You will organize and moderate the
Group’s yearly communications
conference.
You will identify and actively research
communication topics at brand level for
use in the communication channels at
Group level.

Your tasks

•

•

Your profile •
•

•

important change process. Your task will be
to actively drive change within the Group
by means of modern and smart employee
engagement measures.
You will ensure alignment of
communication (topics, messages,
activities etc.) between the Group and its
brands around the world.
You will also develop and organize
platforms and formats (e.g. conferences,
workshops) that will help to create and

Successfully completed academic studies
e.g. journalism, communications, media,
languages, economics or similar fields.
At least five years internal communication
experience, having a proven track record in
accompanying a company’s change
process.
Experience working in an intercultural
environment, organizing and steering
cross-cultural cooperation structures.

•
•

• Distinctive negotiation skills and able to

•
•

establish and maintain extensive personal
networks across different countries; your
excellent diplomatic skills help you to bring
different interests together to work for a
common goal.
Ability to work in a highly dynamic
environment.
Fluent in spoken and written English and
German is essential, other languages are
beneficial.

More information

Application

TRATON GROUP has this vacancy in Munich starting at
the earliest possible date.

We look forward to receiving your full application
indicating the complete job title via e-mail at
jobs@traton.com.

For more details please contact us at jobs@traton.com.

